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Abstract
Learning a new language, especially foreign language besides your mother tongue
and second language is a very important thing in your life to communicate with
other countries apart from your country. Learning a new language requires many
skills to improve, for example, spelling is one of them which are very essential to
learn a language professionally and to send your message clearly because using a
wrong word or not spelling it correctly prevents readers and learners from getting
across the message that they want to send. However, there has been much research
conducted about spelling error and its importance for learning a new language all
over the world, but in Iraqi Kurdistan little has been written on this subject with
small amount attention on EFL learners at colleges. Therefore, this study aims to
determine what Kurdish EFL learner‟s problems are while learning a foreign
language, specifically writing skills and to investigate to what extent they use
dictionaries, and how it has an impact on their learning process. The participants in
this study were undergraduate students, teachers, and engineers as well as
translators. In this research paper, a mixed method was used for the data collection
process. An online survey questionnaire has been used among Kurdish EFL
learners to find out how spelling errors affect their writing skills. After the data
analysis, the results showed that spelling errors have a negative impact on Kurdish
EFL learner‟s writing because they are worried of making spelling mistakes when
they do a writing task. Therefore, using dictionaries was an effective tool in
improving their spelling abilities. Thus, knowing spelling rules and using some
strategies, and using dictionaries are helpful to improve learners' spelling and
writing skills.
Keywords: learning English, Foreign language writing, writing skill, spelling
errors, improving spelling, Kurdish EFL learners, use a dictionary.
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Chapter One: Introduction
1.1.

Introduction
The process of language acquisition begins at birth and continues throughout

a person's life. Students and others learn language as they use it to impart their
considerations, emotions, build up associations with relatives, companions, and
attempt to bode well and ask their reality (Cook, 2016). Moreover, Language is a
fundamental skill. It naturally comes under a necessity of life, a skill may be called
the ability to do something well.
The four basic language skills are commonly regarded as speaking, listening,
reading and writing. They are assorted into two parts: Productive and Receptive
skills. While speaking and writing are called Productive skills because learners
produce sounds in speaking and symbols in writing, listening and reading skills are
regarded as receptive acquisitions in the light of fact that here learners are mostly
inactive and obtains data either directly from listening or perusing (Husain, 2015).
In fact, the integration of listening and speaking with reading and writing will
make learners perfect in acquiring the target language.
Over hundreds of years, writing has helped individuals to inform, cooperate
and alert others, while societies benefited from written history such as culture and
knowledge. Writing is important because it is used in many areas of our life. It can
express who we are as a person in social life. Furthermore, it shows our ability to
explain and refine our ideas to others and ourselves. Generally, languages divided
into two types some of them are “Phonetic” which there is a direct relationship
between the spelling and the sound, but a language as English is not a phonetic
language, we often don't pronounce a word the same way it is spelled. “Spelling is
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a complex sub-skill that affects writing. Spelling skills support other skills, such as
reading and writing.” (Adoniou, 2016, p.11).
1.2.

The Problem
Because of the importance of writing skills, there are many ways to develop

writing and spelling, but very little attention is paid to the benefits or disadvantages
of using dictionaries, which are used a lot by students, whether they are native
speakers or non-native speakers. Almost all students at a college level are required
to produce writing tasks, and in this regard, spelling is a crucial part of a correct
and accurate written outcome. Hence, they try to have a writing task free of
grammatical and spelling errors. One of these ways is using a dictionary to check
their word spellings.
1.3.

The Aim of the Research
This paper examines the difficulties and obstacles that Kurdish EFL learners

face during the process of learning word spelling. It also attempts to provide some
strategies to improve spelling errors, and techniques they use to enhance their
writing and specifically spelling skills, especially by using dictionaries, and the
effects of using dictionaries on their learning process. Hence, the following
research questions are addressed:
1-What are the most common types of spelling errors made by Kurdish EFL
students?
2- To what extent does using dictionaries improve learners' spelling skills?
3- What are the advantages and disadvantages of using dictionaries regarding
spelling errors?
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1.4.

Significance of the Research
As writing is an important skill in learning any target language, and when

writing is the focus, students have to have correct grammatical structures and
correct spelling because words are spelled differently and pronounced differently.
Thus, spelling plays an important role in English language and writing tasks.
Therefore, this research is significant because the results examines that either using
a dictionary is beneficial or not among Kurdish EFL learners. It also helps teachers
to have an understanding either to assign their students to use dictionaries when
they write tasks to check the correct spellings.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
The aim of this section is to review the literature, which is related to the
current research, it starts with the definition of the term “Language”. According to
Lyon(1981) ( as cited in Discuss the concept and Definition of Language, 2010)
language is the principal system of communication used by particular groups of
human beings within a specific

society of which their members. Moreover

acquiring a new language, learners have to master the four main skills during the
learning process. Listening, speaking, reading, and writing are the four core skills.
Writing skill is an important part of communication. Having good writing skills
helps you communicate information clearly and easily to a much wider audience
than face-to-face (Matthew, 2022). The writing system is defined by Coulmas
(1999, p.560) as „„a set of visible or tactile signs used to represent units of
language in a systematic way‟‟ That is, language is not a random connection of
words. In addition, Arbib (2005) analyses that human beings are distinct from
animals due to their ability to communicate through the written language as well as
spelling is considered an essential component of written language.
The process of spelling is to recognize and reproduce sounds of language
into sequences of letters, whether in a written or oral form (Santoro, Coyne &
Simmons, 2006). It is also defined as a “Letter combinations that are not based on
their sounds” (Peters, 1985, p. 11-12).
2.1. Spelling Errors
Spelling, as Moats (1983) indicated, is a multi-faceted skill that depends
upon several layers of knowledge; phonological awareness, mor-phonological
awareness, semantic knowledge and orthographic knowledge, and spelling is a
skill that requires a lot of knowledge to master.
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The potential mistakes in written spellings may change the meaning and
understanding of written material and would make it unclear and using the wrong
word or not spelling it correctly prevents you from getting across the message that
has to be sent to the readers, spelling words correctly is crucial because spelling
conveys meaning, grammar and intent; thus misspellings may interfere with
comprehension and eventually may hinder communication between the writer and
the reader, for instance huge difference between think and sink.(Apel, 2008;
Jennings, 1998; Peters, 1989, as cited in Al-Bereiki and Al-Mekhlafi, 2015).
Identifying the types of spelling problems is of central importance in the
process of spelling error analysis, a number of research conducted with students
learning English at different levels as a second language or foreign language
reveals some causes leading to misspelling and many other studies agree on the
fact that the first main cause of spelling errors is irregularities of the English
spelling system (Smith, 1973; Bahloul, 2007; Al-Hassan, 2011; Jayousi, 2011, as
cited in Bancha, 2013). Cook (1997) classified spelling errors into four types: the
first type was omission=(feel-eel) and addition=(bear-beard), the second was
substitution=(peel the potato-feel the potato), the third was transposition=(lightlitgh) and the fourth was called sound-based errors=(light-write). In fact, English
spelling is inconsistent, memorizing it requires more effort. For instance, vowels
(ea) can be pronounced as /i: / in freak or /ei/ in break. Similarly, /i: / can be
spelled using (ea) in cream or (ee) in bee (bg, 2013).
English spelling in general presents problems because of the contrasts
between the sounds of letters or groups of letters and the various ways they can be
written down, for instance,” him and hymn” have the same pronunciation /him/,
which makes it difficult for learners to spell correctly. Many times, there is no
direct link between the pronounced and written form, so the numerous differences
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appear arbitrary, and the reason why words are spelled the way they are is unclear.
Furthermore, non-English speaker learners can be confused by the lack of
connection between the spelling of a word and its pronunciation, this inconsistency
requires spellers to put more attention to correct spellings of particular words (Al
Tamimi &Ab Rashid, 2019).
2.2. Improving Spelling Errors by Using Dictionary
English developed from several different language families, and because
it absorbs new words from other languages so easily even today, the English
language has many different ways to spell the same sound and many different ways
to pronounce the same spelling, but improving your English spelling is not
impossible (Fitzgerald, 2012). Furthermore, the teacher must underline the
students‟ spelling mistakes to find out their different areas of difficulty and
mistakes should be written on the board beneath the correct spelling, so students
can see the differences. Al-Seghayer (2014) suggests that students who need
additional or extra support from their teachers should be supported by differe nt
types of development programs or activities.
Liton (2013) suggests that teachers and instructors are responsible for
developing and forming the techniques that improve students‟ spelling capabilities
and competencies. Students who are taught spelling through a developmental
approach (i.e., Word Study) examine the alphabetic layers, patterns, and meanings
of words in the English language (Williams et al., 2009). Arishi in 2012 (as cited in
Al Tamimi and Ab Rashid, 2019) advises teachers and course instructors to assist
foreign students in every possible manner to learn the words they are struggling to
learn and to spell. The instructor must develop different activities to overcome or
solve their problems with spelling and written problems (Rajab, 2013).
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Another way the teacher can guide the students is by underlining the
inaudible and soundless letters in words, such as psycho, weight...etc. (cited in Al
Tamimi and Ab Rashid, 2019).
There are many strategies and techniques for students or learners that they
can follow to improve their spelling problems or errors, such as reading is the best
way to reduce the difficulty of spelling English words. Jahin and Idrees (2012)
suggest that silent reading increases the exposure of the student to understanding
new things, while reading aloud also plays a significant role in linking spelling to
the appropriate phonic sounds. Also, it is necessary for learners to know the
meaning of the words they are learning or reading (Al-Khasawneh, 2013).
Furthermore, the division of words into morphemes and phonemes is also an
effective technique that reduces the students‟ misconceptions of the errors they
made and about English rules and guidelines. Many English words have Greek and
Roman roots. This means they have Greek or Latin words in them, For example
“bicycle” is spelled the way It comes from the Greek word cycle, which means
“circle” and bi in “bicycle” is from Latin, and means “two” So a bicycle is
something that has two wheels, Knowing common roots can help you spell (and
understand) more words (Geikhman, 2021). Additionally, the programs and
activities need to review and practice words that were learned in previous sessions.
Constant revision of the correct pronunciation and spelling of words helps
students to remember them and reduces the chance of serious errors in writing,
Daif-Allah (2012) highlighted that the development programs should include
dictionary and vocabulary skills as these can help integrate all the important
dimensions of learning.
Using a dictionary is one of the most important tools during your time
studying at a university, and is considered as one of the important tools for all
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learners. A good dictionary can help you understand your subject better, improve
your communication and improve your grades by making sure you are using words
correctly (Geikhman, 2021), good dictionary is important v cause Though memory
aids are useful for memorizing difficult-to-spell words, good spellers never rely
solely on memory, they depend on a reliable, up-to-date dictionary. It can be very
helpful for non-native speakers. Give more information and often many more
examples of words in context to help students select and use words appropriately.
However, not all dictionaries are the same such as (Bilingual dictionary,
Monolingual dictionary, Learner dictionary, A subject-specific dictionary), and if
you do not know how to use a dictionary correctly, it could actually teach you the
wrong meaning of a word and make it more difficult to get a good grade (Ridley,
2016).
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Chapter Three: Methods
3.1. Context
The current research has been accomplished in Iraqi Kurdistan (2021-2022).
This research was conducted in three different universities; forty selected
participants were at Salahaddin University in College of Education, College of
Basic Education, College of Science, and College of Engineering. Also three of
them were at Soran University, and two others were at Koya University. The
purpose of choosing these locations was to gain more reliable and valid data.
3.2. Participants
Overall, 45 learners participated in a survey questionnaire to collect data for
this study. The participants (36 females and 9 males) were learning English as
foreign language. They had different backgrounds like age, education level and
nationality. Their age range from 19 to 25 years old, and the mean was 20 years
old. The learners' levels of education were different, 42 of them were
undergraduate students, and 3 of them were graduates. According to their
respondents (93.4%) were Kurdish and (4.4%) were Arab, and (2.2%) of them
were Turkish.
3.3. Instrument/Tool
An online survey questionnaire was used to collect data for this research, it
consisted of two parts: the first part contains of eight statement, six-point likerscale that ranged from 1 (never) to 6 (always) was used, and both Kurdish and nonKurdish EFL participants were asked to rate the statements. The second part of the
questionnaire consists of 4 interrogative sentences which focused on the learner's
difficulties or problems of spelling. Some of the questionnaire statements were
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adapted for this study from (Anderson, 1987; English Spelling Course, 2021), and
were modified to be more suitable for the participants.
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Chapter Four: Data Analysis, Results, and Discussions
The data were collected for the current research project by using an online
survey. After the data were analyzed, the results were presented in the following
table. In the table, the Likert Scale has been used from (Never to Always)

4.1. Understanding General Problems of Writing and Spellings
Table 1

As presented in Table 1 and appendix A, in these statements participants
asked about some obstacles that may face their writing tasks, For example, after
asking learners about the

first statement, it was realized that 51.10% of the

participants were sometimes worried about their script and checking their writing
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task twice or more, whereas 2.10% of them never felt worried about their writing
task and did not check it. Actually most language learner‟s experience feelings of
anxiety in the process of language learning, and learners may feel anxious due the
problems related to communication or negative evaluations such as fear of
connection or fear of making mistakes.
Then, the learners were asked if they frequently used dictionaries while
writing a text, the results show that 31% of them usually use dictionaries and 0%
never use dictionaries. This result indicates that using dictionaries has a good
impact on both Kurdish and non-Kurdish EFL learners. Using dictionaries has long
been recognized as one of vocabulary learning strategies (Gu & Johnson 1996; Gu,
2003; Nation 1990, 2001; Nation & Meara 2010; Scholfield, 1997 as cited in Chen,
2011).
In the third statement participants were asked to rate if miss spelling of
English language is one of their troubles in writing abilities, and the data presented
that 31.30% of them rarely have this problem, while 4.4% always faced it and
2.2% of them never faced such a problem.
Furthermore, 40% of participants Always write a particular word many
times to remember the sorting form of letters, while just 2.2% of them never use
this strategy to improve their writing skills, and the process of repetition and
rehearsal of information enhance a process called consolidation, the process by
which memories are moved from temporary storage in the hippocampus (a small
structure within the brain) to more permanent storage in the cortex (the outer layer
of the brain). However it has been noted that this technique may bore students or
learners even may not pay attention to what s/he is repeating (Richards, 2008).
Therefore, using strategies with different pen colors or papers with favor shapes
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and sometimes using some pictures and other ways can enhance the value of the
repetition.
Diaz (1999) (as cited in Nourin, 2021) mentioned that it is a difficult task for
using phonetics to Teach Pronunciation and Spelling to Young Learners. While
sometimes using pronunciation for making the words spelling easier suggested as a
great technique for preventing spelling errors is called “Pronounce for Spelling”, of
course, the teaching of pronunciation should not solely focus on the production of
sounds, but also on receptive skills (i.e. understanding when listening). When
participants gave their opinion about this point 33.3% of them sometimes spell the
words according to their pronunciation, while none of them 0% always depended
on their pronunciation for improving their spelling tasks, on the other hand 22.2%
of the learners rarely and 13% never use this technique.
Another point was using autocorrect to improve learners writing, which is a
software functions automatically and makes or suggests corrections for the
mistakes in spelling or grammar made while typing as defined in (Oxford
Dictionary), but one major disadvantage of auto correction is that if you type a
word which is not identifiable to the auto correct software, the software will give
some other word replacing the one you want to type.
Also texting encourages and helps students to understand how words are
built, and it has a positive correlation between texting and literacy. A study in the
Australian Journal of Educational Development & Psychology showed that texting
improves spelling because it increases these phonological skills (as cited in Can
Texting Help with Spelling? Scholastic, 2021). On the other hand, some
researchers indicated that texting has disadvantages for example one of the
disadvantages is that texting has changed the importance of grammar and correct
spelling, causing many problems because people simply do not know how to write
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formally (Advantage Of Text Based Communication Essay Example, 2021), there
were two different beliefs, and when the participants were asked, 37% of them
indicated that texting and auto correction sometimes affected their writing, and
24.4% often, and 22% usually affected their writing skills, while 2.2% of the
participants‟ writings never affected by texting or auto correction option.
There was another case that if learners have problem with some words, they
can make a list of them, 28.9% rarely used this technique, in the same time 29.9%
of them sometimes used this technique to memories difficult words, while 4.4% of
them always and 18% never used making lists of words that they have trouble
with.
Sometimes learners face trouble and have difficulty with spelling from time
to time when certain words might always mix up because this is a common issue
for a few reasons learned the correct spelling or because you wrote them
incorrectly and now can‟t tell the right from the wrong version (Help! I can‟t spell.
2018). In the last statement of this part, 33% of the participants in cases that
couldn't spell words correctly sometimes use related words or a word in the same
family, and 4.4% of them always use it; otherwise, just 6.7% out of 45 participants
never used this technique.
4.2. Participants Personal Writing and Spelling Problem
In this section we asked the participants to answer four questions Appendix
B, in order to know what the problem of each of them is.
In the beginning, we start with asking this question: Are you using a
dictionary to correct spelling errors? And how does the dictionary help you? Also,
what are the disadvantages of using a dictionary?
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Based on collected data from the survey, nearly all of them indicated that
they used a dictionary, especially to correct their spelling errors and checking the
meanings of words, but there are some different views about using a dictionary,
some of them said it has advantages for learners, but some others indicated that it
has disadvantages rather than advantages.
For example one of the participants said “One disadvantage is that you are
not dependent on a dictionary and don't need to remember the spelling of words”.
Another one said "The disadvantage of this is that you don't need to remember how
to spell words because you are independent of the dictionary", and “Perhaps
depending on a dictionary rather than our ears and what we hear”. One of the
participants said that “using dictionary too much can let you ignore improving
your handwriting and writing skills”. The next one believed that “For those who
just copy and paste, a dictionary is not a good idea". The last one stated that
““One of the disadvantages of a dictionary that is that it makes you sluggish
because you depend on it, not yourself for writing”.
On the contrary, one of the participants indicated that “I don't think they
have any disadvantages (i.e. dictionaries)". The next participant stated that “It
doesn't seem like using dictionaries has any disadvantages", another one stated
that “I think there is no disadvantages of using dictionaries”. The last one who
supported this idea highlighted that “Dictionary use does not present a
disadvantage, according to me".
According to the participants' answers, we cannot say which side is more
reliable, but it depends on learners when & how, in which situations they use the
dictionaries, so that they use it for their own benefits and do not fall under the
negative sides.
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The second question focused more on Homophones, to know what effects it
has on the writing skill, and how well known it is among Kurdish and non-Kurdish
EFL participants. As we asked this question: Are homophones (i.e., words that
sound the same but are spelt differently and have different meanings, for instance
“right and write” cause you make spelling mistakes? And how can you avoid
these confusions?
After data were collected, we noticed that there are many various opinions
about it.
As one of the participants said "Yes, it is a big problem, but we can
distinguish between them according to their context" .The next one highlighted that
“By using homophones in the same sentence, I am demonstrating their different
meanings”. One of the other participants said that “Yes, these homophones are the
cause of my spelling mistakes; I avoid them by repeating words in different
sentences”. Another one said” It may make me confused when I hear words like
that, but I have gotten better at speaking by daily practicing”. Moreover, another
one believed that “Yes, especially when I randomly listen to a word I don’t know
whether it is the right one or not”. Another one indicated that “That’s my main
problem, l use a dictionary for checking the errors between them”.
Beside those participants above, there were also more participants that have
problems with homophones and how to avoid using them wrongly. Furthermore,
there were also a number of participants that did not have this trouble, and they
said, “ It doesn't affect my spelling, for avoiding this problem, you should focus on
the whole sentence structure in order to know the exact word ”, another one said,
“No, I don't face this type of trouble, with giving more attention to words”. One of
the other participants expressed that, “No, because I’m in English department, and
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I have experience about English language that is why it is easy for me”, another
one said, “No, I don't make such an error”
And non-Kurdish EFL learners answered and gave their opinions honestly,
and they said, “No, it’s not. We are able to apply common sense of wording, and
we can recognize them by the context” (Arabic)
- “Not that much” (Arabic)
-” Yes, sometimes I make mistakes, and I have no idea how to avoid them by the
way” (Arabic)
-”Well to be honest I don’t really face any troubles at spelling so I am good with
it” (Turkish)
According to the data, it seemed that most participants have a problem with
homophone words while they already mentioned some different ways to avoid it.
Also, there were some participants that did not have problems with them.
In the third question, we ask participants to tick which patterns that they
noticed in their misspelt words, the result shows clearly bellow:
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As you see, most of the participants have problem with (Words with silent
letters, Words with a Latin or Greek root, Common words and phrases, including
transitions).
In the last question of this part, we attempted to know what participants
noticed in their writing that affect their spelling and writing skills, they answered
the question like this: The first one said that, “I always make mistakes with some
words when the letter (e) is followed by the letter (i) or otherwise, such as piece
(peice), shield (sheild), since I'm not sure which letter precedes or follows which
letter”. In addition another one highlighted, “Words with silent letters are
sometimes hard to pronounce and spell''. Another one said, Some words that can
be combined as well as separated could be confusing, for example: compound
nouns” and one of the other participants pointed out that, “Punctuation is one of
the patterns I have trouble with, and I never seem to be able to get it right” another
one mentioned that, "Words with long and short vowels". The next one highlighted
that “Misspelling of the words that I have never heard or do not know the meaning
of”. Furthermore, one participant said that “I'm confused by the pronunciations of
familiar words and sometimes it's hard to write them". The last one indicated that
“Silent letters, sometimes it's difficult to know the correct spelling of the words
include these letters”. Based on the analyzed data, it can be noticed that most of
the participants have faced issues related to using dictionaries and how to avoid
making errors related to the topic such as homophones and words with difficult
spelling rules.
As analysed and explained before, 28. 90% of the participants in this study
indicate that misspelling of English vocabulary is their main problem in writing
tasks. Furthermore, this result is the similar to the study by ( Bancha,2013) which,
his findings showed ten types of spelling errors including (consonant substitutions,
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vowel substitutions, space inaccuracy, confusion in writing scripts, inaccurate
double consonants, inflectional endings, letter reversals, vowel omissions, and
consonant omissions) among first year Thai university students.
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Chapter Five: Conclusions and Recommendations
The current study attempted to investigate the difficulties and obstacles that
Kurdish EFL learners face during the process of learning word spelling, and
provided some ways for reducing spelling errors.
Based on the collected and analyzed data, the following conclusions were
drawn.
The results indicate that Kurdish EFL learners have different writing and
spelling problems, especially with words that consist of silent letters or sounds and
different positions of vowels, and some words that originally come from ancient
Greek and its roots. Sometimes, homophonic words, especially when they just hear
them out of context, and these problems make them worried about their writing
skills, and they always have to revise what they wrote, and when they heard new
word or phrases that they did not heard before, they spell it according to how they
are pronounced. Furthermore, most of them use a dictionary as an essential tool to
correct and improve their spelling errors and enhance their writing skills. However,
some of them mentioned some disadvantages (for instance: Different dictionaries
also give different meanings to the same words, also depending on dictionaries
without learning the letter order of a word it might decrease learners spelling and
writing skill… etc.) of that but it‟s an important tool for their problem and believed
that it helps them.
This research aims at investigating writing skills and spelling errors in the
English language among Kurdish EFL learners. For the researchers that follow us
in the area of writing and spelling, we suggest that at the beginning of an academic
year of studying two different groups of students be selected. The first group
would be asked to use a dictionary and the second group would be asked not to use
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a dictionary. In addition, each group would be worked on, to analyze what was
used within each group in which they benefited from. Finally, the results could
show more data in terms of using dictionaries as a tool in improving spelling skills
on a long term.
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Abstract in Kurdish language
فێربىووی زماوێک جیا لە زماوی دایک  ،وەک زماوی دووەم ئامرازێکی گروگە دروستکردوی
پەیىەوذی لەگەڵ واڵاتاوی اتردا ،فێربىووی زماوێکی وىێ بەباشی پێىیستی بە لێهااتىوی هەیە.
بۆومىووە ڕێىىوش و اتىاوستی وىوسیه یەکێکە لە هۆکارە هەرە گروگەکان بۆ فێربىووی زمان بە شێىەیەی
کارامەییاوە و گەیاوذوی ئەو پەیامەی مەبەستتە .لەگەڵ ئەوەی اتىێژیىەوەی زۆر کراوە لەسەر اتىاوستی
وىوسیه و هەڵەی ڕێىىوسی و گروگیەکاوی لە جیهاوذا  ،بەاڵم لە کىردستاوی عێراق بە کەمی گروگی
بەوالیەوە دراوە بەاتایبەت لەسەر فێرخىازاوً کىردی زماوً ئیىگلیسي وەک زماوێکً بیاوً ئەوجامذرابێت.
بۆ پرۆسەی کۆکردوەوەی زاویاری دروست لەم اتىێژیىەوە ڕاپرسیەکی ئۆواڵیه بەکارهااتىوە بۆ زاویىی جۆر
و ڕێژەی هەڵەی ڕێىىوسیان و کاریگەرییەکاوی لەسەر اتىاوستی وىوسیىیان .کە بەشذاربىوان بریتیبىون لە
( خىێىذکار ،مامۆستا ،ئەوذازیار ،وەرگێر  ،دەرچىواوی کۆلێژ) .
دوای شرۆڤەکردوی دااتاکان  ،بۆمان دەرکەوت کە هەڵە ڕێىىوسیەکان کەریگەری وەرێىیان لەسەر کارامەیی
وىوسیىی فێرخىازاوً کىردی زماوً ئیىگلیسي وەک زماوێکً بیاوً هەیە ،لە کااتێکذا بەکارهێىاوی
فەرهەوگ ئامرازێکی گروگ و کاریگەر بىون لە پێشخستىی اتىاوستی وىوسیىیان ،لە کۆاتایذا واسیىی
یاساکاوی ڕێىىوسیه و بەکارهێىاوی چەوذ بىەمایەک و بەکارهێىاوی فەرهەوگ یارمەریذەرن بۆ باشترکردوی
ڕێىىوش و کارامەیی وىوسیىی فێرخىازان.

